
Product Information

Print as you frank in  
high resolution colour

• Sorts by weight and size

• Inline envelope sealer

• Prints messages in colour

• Optional weighing platforms

• Prints postage on labels

• Easy-to-use touch screen

• Drop or power stacker

Web-Enabled

The c series digital franking system 
combines web-enabled connectivity 
and outstanding productivity, providing 
a better way of communicating with 
mail recipients. The top of the range 
c3000 is the fastest in its class and 
is capable of producing up to 7000 
envelopes per hour, at processing 
speeds upwards of 310 letters 
per minute. Its onboard Mailmark 
technology guarantees that every 
piece of mail is sent at the correct 
postal rate, while further savings result 
from reduced envelope inventory and 
shorter mail-creation lead times.

Print-Shop Quality

The c3000 offers full-colour online 
envelope printing, producing print-
shop quality graphics and promotional 
messages that prompt higher response 
rates. The system also includes as 
standard Weigh-on-the-Way and 
Dimensions-on-the-Way functionality, 
which ensures applying the correct 
postage to each and every piece of 
mail, based on weight, thickness and 
dimensions.
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A powerhouse, full-colour 
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Mailmark Franking
Mailmark technology applies an intelligent 
2D barcode that helps track mailed items with 
extreme precision. Royal Mail guarantees that 
items sorted using Mailmark will always benefit 
from the cheapest tariff available. The system 
also provides immediate price updates, faster 
franking and routine tracking reports, superseding 
SMART enabled franking machines.

Mixed Mail - WOW & DOW
The inline Weigh-on-the-Way and Dimensions-
on-the-Way features provide the ability to 
automatically process mixed outbound mail, by 
verifying the length, width, thickness and weight 
of each item as it travels through the franking 
machine. There is no need to pre-sort mail into 
the same sizes and weights, so high volume mail 
runs become effortless, with the correct postage 
rate applied every time.

Differential Weighing
By determining the difference between the initial 
and residual weights of multiple items placed on 
the scale, this feature allows one item at a time to 
be removed and franked correctly. This is useful 
for when you have a multiple mail pieces with 
different weights, but all using the same class for 
postage, such as envelopes with varying numbers 
of enclosed pages. 

Accounts & Presets
To help speed up your mailing and keep 
departmental expenditure separate, franking 
machines can provide programmable shortcuts. 
Named departmental Postage Accounts allow 
you to track and report for specific business 
areas, such as Sales, HR and Accounts, whilst  
the most frequent mail runs can be allocated  
Job Presets, such as 2nd Class Signed For.

Full-Colour Printing
Studies show that colour headlines and graphics 
on envelopes and packages increase openability 
by 250%. This facility provides complete control 
over full-colour, envelope-width printing, enabling 
the user to upload graphics, business logos and 
promotional messages from any desktop PC,  
for applying onto envelopes and labels on 
franked mail.

Online Connectivity
The system’s web-enabled architecture provides 
online access to the internet, facilitating the  
downloading of updated software, the 
replenishment of postage values, access to Royal 
Mail services, tracking of packages and more, all 
via the colour touch-screen display. This facility 
also allows high-speed transfer of data to and 
from the system.

If you would like to find out more about our range of products and how  
The Mailing Room could benefit your organisation, please get in touch.

Letters Per Day 300+

Franking Technology Mailmark

Letter Processing (up to per min) 310 (205 WOW)

Weigh-on-the-Way (WOW) Included - up to 500g

Dimensions-on-the-Way (DOW) Included

Integrated Scale Capacity 7kg

Optional Scale Upgrades 12 or 35kg

Differential Weighing Optional

Postage Accounts 300 - Upgrade up to 3000

Job Presets Unlimited

Logo Application Mono (blue/black) - Opt Full colour (CMYK) - 1200dpi

Envelope Messages Unlimited - 130 x 22mm

Envelope Dimensions 89 x 127 to 254 x 356mm

Envelope Thickness (Max) 19mm

Envelope Sealing Included - 25-98mm flap depth

Envelope Feed Automatic with 5" stacker

Label Printing Adhesive roll tape

Reporting Facilities Account, postage & meter reports

Access to INVIEW™ Analytics online

Inbound Management Received job type setting

Security Access Password by acount

Customer Interface Colour 15" touch screen - detachable

Machine Dimensions  (WxHxD) 1870 (+165 colour) x 650 x 670mm

Machine Weight 63.6kg

Connectivity Requirement Internet, direct LAN or opt 4G device

Hardware Options Wireless keyboard - laser printer - barcode scanner 

Power stacker (W+483mm) and power stacking kit
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Please Note all specifications are variable and for guide only.  
Confirm specific machine details with your sales contact.


